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MrIntrepid  [wrote]: 
 

“Feelings like these are quite possibly the result of enemy interference. Sometimes I 
hate Cobra for no reason at all and I ignore it because I understand that those 
feelings aren't mine. Bathing myself in the blacklight or the energy of the aether is 
enough to silence those voices, which I can very easily hear given my clairaudience 
points are somewhat developed. It's also possible that this is chart related, which I 
say as someone who has so many rebellious aspects sometimes I simply need to 
find someone in a perceived position of authority to mess with. 

 
 
Know thyself. 

 
Anyway, the only thing in his post I disagree with is the money thing.  As someone who 
has brought this up briefly, I don't think most of us who are against "worldly" type of living 
are saying to give all of your possessions to the church and live like a monk. Personally, I 
just have a very relaxed attitude toward money and I only need enough of it to be 
comfortable to be happy. I also don't believe that the enemy paths are the only paths you 
can get rich on, just that it's easier to get rich being an immoral grifting asshole.” 

 
In regards to these situations, there are many people who have natal charts for this. We 
are all people here who are very hard on their self-advancement, and who are really 
aware of all the plots and general efforts by those in power in this day and era, to create 
humanity into cattle. 

 
In the mind of many, these associations may play out strangely. One example, a person 
who reconciled with me from years ago, was majorly hating me. Long story short the jew 
they were messing with disappeared, and meditation and advancement of years, worked 
its way and selfknowledge revealed some things for them. 

 
They had Mars and Saturn in the 9th house and other "Fuck authority" aspects, which is 
of course one of the reasons they became a Satanist in the first place. When we did their 
chart, we both knew what was the case. It happened almost automatically. Actually, we 
became good friends afterwards, they are still doing great work in dismantling and 
attacking the enemy. 

 
These types of aspects is also what drives many people AWAY from the enemy. They 
can therefore be very very good, or bad. One chooses how these will play out in their life. 

 
Not all authority is the same, has the same motivations, is of the same source,  or has the 
same goals. Authority is just a general category that can include infinitely different things. 

 
The enemy has their "authority", and we have OUR OWN AUTHORITY. This is how both    
sides get organized, powerful, and increase the powers they have. 

 
 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=260106#p260106


The enemy works like Communists and Borg style, and rightfully, they are to be hated for 
this. 

 
Some people also get confused, or other things, due to personal reasons. People 
generally have no idea how it is to be cursed 24/7, and generally have to deal with so 
much hatred and other things that are beyond understanding. I can't go into details, but I 
am sure many of you here understand how this can be, for example, if one does warfare 
and you have kickback. 

 
Certain individuals who carry on with specific things, it goes further and further. This 
extends beyond human hate, we are talking also of the enemy higher echelons etc. The 
amount of power these things have is big. Not bigger than the Gods, but considerably 
big. Those who say otherwise don't really have a clue. 

 
Blending in, infiltration, keeping your mouth shut, and going about every obligation to 
Satan in secret, is a great self-protection and self-advancement policy. If one has this 
privilege, then use it well. 

 
After all this time I also find it far better to NOT have a clue. Certainly, no human being 
needs that. It is harassment and bullying of the highest level. 

 
Yet, it all goes back to one's heart and what one KNOWS, one's level of development and 
so on. This is why it's crucial for everyone who wants to be a person in themselves, a free 
woman or man, to spiritually advance. One cannot escape otherwise. 

 
The enemy manipulates the thoughts and feelings, not only of a few people here, but of 
all humanity collectively. They have lined up such great brainwashing, that the rottenest 
human beings are perceived as good and positive. 
 

The above can also be done towards the Gods or Satan Himself [because humanity is on 
a very low spiritual and vibration level where the enemy has quite a lot of power]. The 
more skilled one is on the occult, they will know. After one is sufficiently advanced, and 
one's mind is properly attuned and empowered, one simply KNOWS what is what, and 
then there can be nothing that can truly convince you that let's say, Satan is "evil". 

 
When the Gods make it known to you that they care for you and love you, there   is 
nothing the enemy can do to make you forget that. 

 
Experiences, knowledge, one's empowerment, TRUTH all in all, speak of themselves. 
We here are here because of EXPERIENCE, STUDYING, CHOICE and so on. Most 
other humans are just cannon fodder that never exercised personal liberty. 

 
Lastly no problem if some people might hate "me", but consider hate where it is most 
meaningful, especially if you are a magician. One is anyway, at liberty. 

 
At this condition of our world, I will not waste barely any hate towards any random 
individuals or random enemies, let alone any brother or sister here, despite of how they  
might behave towards me. That only reflects my opinion however and I know some may 
criticize it harshly as in that, some people might deserve it because we don't turn the  
 
 



other cheek. 
 

I just find it really worthless to spend time on worthless disputes with what is one's own 
people, when people like Gates or Schwab are literally conversing about turning 
everyone into a cattle farm. 

 
Any magician from here should also know this word: efficiency. 

 
Lastly, in regards to attitudes and approaches to life, the enemy rants and raves to 
human beings by promoting specific corrosive idols, that "This" is the only way to do 
"That" thing, especially in cases like money. They tell people, you have to be a crook, you 
have to do this, or that, the only way is whoredom or drugs, whatever. 
 
The above is deliberate because they want to destroy humans. These above are only 
TWO of the ways. Certainly, nobody is going to be instructed by the enemy in more ways 
to anything meaningful, as the enemy thrives on binding humans in everyday possible. 

 
If one is in Satanism, you are given extra power and capacity to create your own way 
through life. This is among other things, what scares the enemy deeply.  
 
Anything that creates the conditions of this, does affect their jewtrix prison, and is a high 
mortal enemy for them. 

 
I'll be hated eternally and possibly even universally because of the fact of wanting to help 
Satanists, Satan and so on. 

 
We are something like good intruders in the land of walking dead. If people KNOW about 
us, they will KNOW this. This extends beyond appearances and the surface. As HPS 
Maxine constantly said, " It's all in reverse ". 

 
We are misunderstood, and the enemy holds the reins of popular opinion [right now 
shifting largely towards our side, until they lose]. 

 
They hold the vatican vaults, stolen knowledge, seemingly infinite shekels, the hearts and 
minds of the dumb people in numbers that would boggle the mind, and so on. 

 
In fact, one has to have accepted this potential outcome of fate and learn to live with this, 
as the enemy is a habitual slanderer and hater. 

 
Most people cower and can't take a path like ours, because they don't want to be free. 
They don't want to know more. They will therefore by natural outcome, be slaves. 

 
Nobody wants to be "hated", but I'd rather be hated and true than to be given fake kosher 
"angelic luv" and be a cancer on the surface of the earth, like they are. Nobody sane 
would feel good with themselves knowing they contributed to the borging out of humanity, 
if they themselves are a human with a soul. 

 
Yet, what is majorly hated today, might end up being majorly loved tomorrow, or in 
another time. History will vindicate many people who have suffered for the sake of Satan  
 
 



during these times. It is a price to be paid so that humanity has to be helped, and is 
necessary immediately. 
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